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Model systems for boundary structures and cellular systems, 
particularily when they are a result of natural simulation 
experiments, are always valuable tor tho study of the “O n g e n s  
of Life" . Lyophiiization ot chromoproteinoids - peptide like 
molecules containing prosthetic groups - leads to the forma
tion of boundary structures.

The chromoproteinoids were produced by thermolysis of dry, 
racemic amino aoid mixtures, usually containing lysine as a 
basic amino acid and two neutral amino acids. The fluores
cent pigments such as pteridines and flavins were formed 
via cyelization of lysine with different breakdown products of 
the amino acids. Freeze-drying of the golden colored,fluores
cent oils, led to the formation of hexagonically shaped ca
vities in the dried thermolysates - this being a consequence 
of sublimating ice crystals. Micrographs of this material in 
thin sections revealed a cellular matrix with similarities 
to epidermal cells. UV-activation showed that the boundaries 
on “cell walls' contained most of the fluorescent material.
Since native peptides and proteins do not show this phenomenon 
when subjected to lyophilization procedures, it seems essen
tial that the material contains a high concentration of 
fluorescent pigments - The chromoproteinoid molecules of about 
3000 0 are usually 70% peptide and 30% chromophor.

The freeze-dried product, when viewed beneath an electron 
microscope, shows a sponge-like material. When this material is
suspended in water and irradiated with UV light the otherwise 
stable structures completely dissolve. In saline solution, 
however, the structures remain intact.

Freeze-drying can be a natural phenomenon at low temperatures 
and pressures. Thermolysis and Pyrolysis occurring at elevated 
temperatures also hove credibility as possible prebiotic 
reaction conditions on the primordial earth or elsewhere, As 
has been shown, both these reactions in succession can lead 
to the formation of a cellular network. The boundary structures, 
rich in chromophors and proteinatious material, could play an 
initial role in establishing a primitive type of membrane 
transport system. During formation, the cellular structures 
could encapsulate other biogenic substances like lipids, 
nuoleic acid bases, phosphates, and/or sugars. Some, like the 
lipids, could migrate to special domains such as the cellular 
boundaries, thus aiding in the evolution of stable and 
functional membranes. The cellular collective offers protec
tion against dissipative forces and only after a successful 
evolutionary development can the individual cell finally 
arrive.


